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BeagleBone Cookbook: Software and Hardware Problems and SolutionsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its capabilities, this cookbook provides scores...



		

Flash ActionScript: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Flash-enhanced Web SitesVisual, 2002
Your visual blueprint for creating Flash-enhanced Web sites
     Plus sample graphics, a searchable e-version of the book, and more     

Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you’ll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 130...


		

HTML5 Graphing & Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Today, the Web and the world are increasingly being defined by data. With the data revolution

	of the Internet in the early nineties and until today, more and more data has been exposed

	and aggregated, from government agencies, public sector information, financial information,

	digital media and news, and social media to private...





		

XQuery: Search Across a Variety of XML DataO'Reilly, 2016

	
		The W3C XQuery 3.1 standard provides a tool to search, extract, and manipulate content, whether it's in XML, JSON or plain text. With this fully updated, in-depth tutorial, you’ll learn to program with this highly practical query language.

	
		Designed for query writers who have some knowledge of XML basics, but...



		

Beginning Lua Programming (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
If so, you’ll find this versatile and fast programming language called Lua to be the perfect tool. Lua has a gentle learning curve that will enable you to write effective programs after only a short introduction. With it, simple programs look simple—there is no extraneous baggage you need to add to your programs or peculiar syntax to...

		

Fluid-Structure Interactions, Second Edition: Slender Structures and Axial FlowAcademic Press, 2014

	This book deals with the dynamics of slender, mainly cylindrical or quasi-cylindrical, bodies in contact

	with axial flow—such that the structure either contains the flow or is immersed in it, or both. Dynamics

	is used here in its generic sense, including aspects of stability, thus covering both self-excited and free or

	forced...





		

PHP Quick Scripting Reference (Expert's Voice in PHP)Apress, 2013

	The PHP Quick Scripting Reference is a condensed scripting code and syntax reference to the PHP scripting language, the most popular Web scripting language in use today. It presents the essential PHP script in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated...


		

Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	In Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects, 6/e Gaddis covers control structures, functions, arrays, and pointers before objects and classes. As with all Gaddis texts, clear and easy-to-read code listings, concise and practical real-world examples, and an abundance of exercises appear in every...


		

The Essential Guide to SAS Dates and TimesSAS Institute, 2006
Why does SAS use January 1, 1960, as its arbitrary reference date? How do you convert a value such as 27 January, 2003, into SAS dates? You?ll find the answers to these questions and much more in this compact reference that makes it easy to understand how to use and manipulate dates, times, and datetimes in SAS. Novice-to-intermediate users will...





		

XQueryO'Reilly, 2007
With the XQuery 1.0 standard, you finally have a tool that will make it much easier to search, extract and manipulate information from XML content stored in databases. This in-depth tutorial not only walks you through the XQuery specification, but also teaches you how to program with this widely anticipated query language.
XQuery is...


		

Mastering SplunkPackt Publishing, 2014

	Optimize your machine-generated data effectively by developing advanced analytics with Splunk


	About This Book

	
		Develop simple applications into robust, feature-rich applications to search, monitor, and analyze machine-generated big data with ease
	
		Learn about lookups, indexing, dashboards,...



		

.NET Internationalization: The Developer's Guide to Building Global Windows and Web Applications (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
As business becomes more and more global, software developers increasingly need to make applications multi-lingual and culturally aware. The .NET Framework may well have the most comprehensive support for internationalization and globalization of any development platform to date, and .NET Internationalization teaches...
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